
Daniel Philpott  
Content Creator, Broadcast, Digital & Marketing 

E: danielmphilpott@gmail.com  T: 07730665820  S: www.DanielPhilpottCV.com 
London & Kent based, about to travel & relocate 

ABOUT: 
I am forward thinking creative who loves new media, creative problem solving and content creation across all 
platforms. 

I have worked across broadcast TV in development (Lime Pictures), production (TOWIE, online & corporate) and 
Post production (The Farm Group) and also extensively in digital content creation as well as marketing and 
advertising giving be a full scope and prospective of the creative journey both on large productions and small scale 
across a range of industries.  

I'm looking for my next challenge with a dynamic creative company where I am able to bring my ability to create, 
develop ideas and execute projects alongside a great team. 

SKILLS: 

Photoshop     PremierPro     FinalCut    DSLR Shooting   Development     Hootesuite       FB Ads      Google Ads    TubeBuddy   
	 	 	                      + own kit          & research 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY & PROJECTS: 
 

YouTube Content & Channel Creator - 2019 

How do you grow a YouTube channel? What does it take for a video to 
go viral? How fast can you grow a channel and how do you encourage 
engaging with you content? 

I undertook a project to fully explore YouTube and understand how to 
make a channel successful. I embarked on a 10 week “experiment” where I created a channel from scratch, 
developed a channel brand and identity, researched the platform and similar channels in my niche to gain a sound 
understanding of what would be popular and reasons (tags, titles, thumbnails, subject). I developed a shoot 
schedule and travelled to SE Asia for 3 weeks shooting enough for 80+ videos for release. 

When I returned I released the videos and constantly AB tested variables to get a fuller understanding of what makes 
a channel grow, what content is popular and how to manipulate the YouTube algorithm. A full report of all my findings 
and success with results (why it grew, how I did it, what i discovered and what I tested etc) can be found as a PDF 
on my site www.danielphilpott.co.uk 
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Now, from this project I have a full understanding of: 

 

Award winning 360 Documentary - 2017 

Always a lover new technology and with the aim of showing that alone I 
was able to produce, research, shoot, edit and deliver a feature length 
production, I produced the 360 documentary, Pattaya: The Real Sin City.  

With a small amount of money I secured through crowd funding, I left to 
film in Pattaya, the world’s largest red-light district. On the ground I 
sourced contributors to interview, the working girls, expats who call this 
crazy city home and I explored and unravelled this crazy city. 

I shot over 10 days, edited over several weeks and successfully submitted 
to film festivals.   

 

       UK Marketing Manager - 2016-2019 

 Becoming more evident in my career was that content creation and 
marketing were becoming ever more aligned. In all productions, marketing 
- either creating for marketing or the marketing of projects - was 
something I wanted to familiarise myself with more to now have a full 
scope of the production cycle (having worked in post production,  	   
development, production and now marketing. 

I shot here for video promotion but also gained an understanding of all promotion and marketing from offline 
(magazine ads, national and regional press, billboard) and of course online (social media advertising, banner 
campaigns, ad networks like Google) as well as creating ad campaigns and designing myself, specialising is “out of 
the box” campaign ideas or ad creation and design. This alongside the ability to analyse a campaigns success 
through various KPIs and reporting.  



    Live Online Producer - 2015 

 Launched n the summer of 2014, Trusseau TV was a small scale 
interactive, multi camera chat show, broadcasting purely online utilising 
YouTube's LiveStream facility and broadcasting across multiple platforms 
(YouTube, FB, Site).  

I researched the show concept, how to setup and produce such a venture and ordered all the studio 
broadcasting equipment (visual and audio) as well as props, furniture and built a functional set. I built and set up 
a working small multi-camera studio, control room able to mix multiple cameras and audio with mixer to cast 
earpieces on set with production software. I also produced VTs and graphics for the shows, produced the live 
shows with talkback earpieces to the cast and ran successful shows 7 days a week (managing a small team). 
 

2nd / 3rd Assistant Director - 2015 
2nd/3rd Ad and digital content producer working all the way from the audition process, 
pre production and production for a new development show titled Fam for Lime Pictures.  

Duties including all preproduction alongside PM, call sheet production, sourcing (unit bases, 
props,etc), looking after cast on set and general production duties. I was also the digital 
content producer filming behind the scenes footage and workshop scenes with the intent to 
post online, displaying a complete package for the show to commissioners. 

Development Researcher - 2015 
Researching in Lime’s Development department as their sole researcher, it is my job to aid their current projects 
in development, but also to create and pitch to them my own ideas. Due to my skill set it was also my job to 
produce, shoot and edit the sizzlers for the execs to take to pitch. I also researched, sourced and auditioned 
potential cast for our upcoming projects with our small team also aiding Casting Producers with shooting for 
new cast for TOWIE, GEORDIE SHORE and others. 

Researcher The Only Way is Essex Series 10
Duties include looking after additional artists and movement on set (3rd AD), production duties including 
sourcing locations, props, additional cast and such like. Also aiding schedules and call sheets in an extremely 
fast paced, fast turnaround environment. 

Location Runner / Logger The Only Way is Essex Series 9
Aiding with all on location production duties, dealing with cast, crew, adhering to call sheets and schedules and 
problem solving on a very fast paced, fast turn around show. Long days, late finishes and early starts 6/7 days a 
week during production. Whilst running, I also shared logging duties in a very fast-paced, non scripted reality 
show. 

Office Runner The Only Way is Essex Series 8
Aiding with all the office based production, planning and preparation for shooting. Learning the whole process 
from idea and generation of stories to full scale execution. 
 

	 	 	 	 Post Production Runner 

I worked for The Farm Group, the UK’s largest post-production facility in 
Soho, London as a runner. The Farm facilitates shows such as The x Factor, 
Britain’s Got Talent, Shameless, Live at the Apollo, The Jonathan Ross 
Show and many more leading productions. I joined The Farm to gain 
access to the post-production and fully understand the process, which I 
feel will be invaluable when entering any level of production.


